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A common assumption is that China's traditional culture had no place 
for the 'self', an awareness of which is critical for the emergence of the 
notion of personal autonomy and for the generation of demands for the 
right to personal freedom and the corollaries of social and political 
equality. The propaganda, including the literature, produced during 
the Cultural Revolution (1966-76) would seem to support such an 
assumption. However, this paper will argue that such an assumption is 
incorrect and that while the Chinese notion of 'self' may differ 
significantly from its Western counterpart, it has had a long history of 
development and that the period of greatest development has in fact 
taken place in the present century, during which time Western 
philosophies with strong resonances in traditional Chinese philosophy 
have been eclectically embraced. The awakened 'self' and its demand 
for freedom was then consciously put aside because of the perceived 
need for mass action in patriotic struggles first against Western 
imperialism, then against Japanese territorial encroachment and finally 
full-scale invasion in 1937. Such threats to the nation had been clearly 
removed by the late 1970s and, as Deng Xiaoping's ascendancy to power 
signalled the end of the Cultural Revolution to a still nervous population, 
the call for the affirmation of the self resurfaced in the voice of the 
young Beijing poets during the Democracy Wall Movement, 1978-79. 
As China opened to the international world in its push to establish 
itself as one of the modernised nations of the world, foreign works of 
literature, philosophy, politics, and economics flooded in alongside the 
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technological and scientific works. In the first half of the 1980s 
translations of Western literature were being published at registered 
publishing houses in vast numbers and despite the periodic singling 
out for criticism of individual writers, particularly during the 'anti 
spiritual pollution' campaign (1983-84), the more relaxed political 
atmosphere of the 1980s made it possible for the resurgence of demands 
for personal freedom and also the right to personal freedom, and in the 
first instance to freedom of expression. Such demands escalated with 
growing momentum in the latter half of the 1980s and culminated in 
the tragic events ofTiananmen on 4 June 1989. Significantly, the year 
1989 was the tenth anniversary of the Democracy Wall Movement as 
well as the Seventieth Anniversary of the May Fourth Movement of 
1915-1919, the latter being the first mass student movement demanding 
national freedom and equality for China and personal freedom and 
democracy for the individual. 
It was in this political context that the following two literary works, 
which are clearly explications of the self, were written in China during 
the 1980s: Yang Lian's collection of sixty-four long poems entitled fi1 
and Gao Xingjian 's 81- chapter novel Lingshan. 2 These works, each 
considered by the respective authors to be his major work to date, are 
deeply philosophical and represent several years of writing and serious 
reflection on the self and the place of the self in society, traditional 
culture, history and in literary creation. Importantly, both works are 
regarded by the authors as expressions of the self. 
As the role of the self is crucial and highly pronounced in creative 
literature, these two works will serve to demonstrate how both Yang 
Lian and Gao Xingjian have invented unique constructs and extended 
the confines of language and literature to reclaim the self as author. 
Although two different genres are concerned, both writers have 
employed various artistic strategies to endow the author with more than 
a single voice. Such strategies have allowed Yi and Lingshan to 
successfully reveal several facets of the authorial self. 
Before turning to discuss specific aspects of the conceptual 
framework of Yi and Lingshan the following comments on the 
development ofthe notion of the Chinese self in modern times, its 
linkages with traditional Chinese philosophy as well as with Western 
philosophy, will serve as a critical context for understanding the core 
philosophy of the self of both writers which despite their readings in 
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Western literature, remains distinctly Chinese. The self portrayed in Yi 
and in Lingshan has discernible genealogical ties with the traditional 
self described below, but it is also identifiably the self of two reflective 
writers of China pondering on existential issues and the place of the 
self in society and in the cosmos during the 1980s. In the case of each, 
the perceptions of the self are enriched by strong intellects, powerful 
observational skills and imaginations, and highly developed aesthetic 
visual, auditory and kinetic sensitivities. Wide reading in China's 
classical and modem literature, philosophy and history as well as in 
Western literature and history have deepened their critical abilities, as 
have their individual experiences of personal trauma because of their 
acute awareness of self and obsession for creative writing. Last but not 
least both writers are highly skilled in the effective use of language. 
Early traditional Chinese notions of an autonomous self have their 
origins in the Daoist writings attributed to Laozi and Zhuangzi. 
Embedded in the Daoist tradition is the opposition to restriction on the 
freedom and autonomy of action of the individual, both to the physical 
body and to the spiritual self. That the basic premise of human life was 
the individual's freedom to expression in speech and action, was a 
dominant feature in the writings of independent thinkers in China's past, 
and was developed and expounded unambiguously in late pre-modern 
times by Li Zhi (1527-1602) of the Ming dynasty who fought 
unrelentingly for the freedom of intellectual enquiry. His critical 
dissertations on Buddhist, Moist and Daoist texts incurred the wrath of 
orthodox Confucian scholars who vilified, slandered and silenced him. 3 
The Confucian scholar bureaucracy of the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing 
(1644-1911) dynasties with its strong emphasis on orthodoxy ensured 
that such heretical ideas were stifled, until some centuries later, when 
Li Zhi was upheld as an exemplar by modern Chinese anarchists and 
hailed as China's Bakunin in the early years of the twentieth century.4 
It was only when the ruling Confucian scholar class clearly perceived 
its failure to respond effectively to the threat imposed by the modern 
industrialised West that the authority of orthodox Confucianism was 
severely and effectively challenged from within. In the late nineteenth 
century the value and importance of the individual's autonomous self 
came to be promoted, initially as a construct for national salvation. Pro-
Western Confucian scholars such as Wang Tao, Yan Fu and Tan Sitong 
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in the 1880s and 1890s argued that democratic institutions had made 
Western nations wealthy and strong because through such institutions 
each individual was charged with the responsibility for the well-being 
of the nation. 
Yan Fu (1855-1921)5 who brought to the Chinese John Stuart Mill's 
On Liberty and System of Logic, and Montesquieu's L'esprit des Lois 
with his translations of these works, argued perceptively in a series of 
essays in 1894 that the Chinese civil service exa:ninations since the 
Song dynasty (960-1279) had made scholars impotent with the possible 
but uncertain prize of a position in the bureaucracy. The examinations 
had sapped scholars of intelligence, corrupted their morals and reduced 
them to a parasitic existence in society. Whereas the people of the West 
were their own masters those in China were slaves. Could slaves be 
expected to fend off nations governed by masters? In Yan Fu's view it 
was the lack of freedom in China which had prevented the development 
of science and technology in China: personal freedom was feared by 
the sages of China whereas in the West all laws were aimed at the 
preservation of personal freedom. Applying Darwin's 'struggle for 
existence' and 'natural selection' to society and social phenomena, as 
espoused by Spencer, Yan Fu concluded that if modernisation were to 
take place in China the Chinese would probably not cope, just like people 
in poor health cannot cope with strenuous exercise. 6 
At this point it would be relevant to draw attention to Nco-Confucian 
thought which remains active to this day at the core of Chinese culture, 
despite the enormous political and social changes which have taken 
place during the twentieth century. It is in the Nco-Confucian concept 
of sagehood, that the crucial difference between the individualism of 
the West and China may be seen most clearly: sagehood, ie. perfection 
of the self or self-realisation lay in the elimination of differences between 
the self and others. This is diametrically opposed to the individualism 
of the West which seeks to emphasise differences between the self and 
others.? 
In An Exposition of Benevolence (Renxue, 1898), Tan Sitong (1865 
-1898) indicted traditional Chinese political strategy: rulers exercised 
authority by keeping the masses ignorant. The institution of an autocratic 
ruler had brought about moral degeneration in which sycophantic 
behaviour was an integral part: it was named 'loyalty' by those who 
joined the ruler in oppressing the common people. Thus the original 
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intent of Confucius had been progressively eroded over the centuries 
and his teachings had been reduced to being instruments for preserving 
the authority of the ruler and the ruling class. 8 
By the early years of the twentieth century Western anarchist thinking 
was to provide Chinese intellectuals with the vocabulary and conceptual 
framework for a dynamic modem political and social philosophy which 
consistently argued that the individual was the most important and basic 
unit of society. Through the publications of Chinese anarchists grouped 
in Tokyo and Paris, anarchism was established as a crucial part of 
Chinese radical thinking and action, and as an integral and powerful 
voice in revolutionary discourse. The anarchist emphasis on the 
individual and social concerns, the denigration of all existing past and 
present traditions and institutions, demanded the transformation of the 
Chinese psyche through the process of anarchist education: in other 
words, cultural revolution. Power and authority, epitomised by the 
government, had resulted in the distortion of the primitive instinct of 
mutual help in social man. The lust for power had brought about this 
distortion through the coercion of punishments and the inducement of 
rewards (money, status, honours and fame). In the Chinese anarchist 
search for a more noble and meaningful form of human existence, social 
classes and the lust for power were isolated as the main sources of the 
contagious hypocritical morality rampant in human society. 
Chinese anarchist thinking9 was most dramatically expressed and 
widespread in the New Culture Movement of the May Fourth period, 
1915-1919. 10 Then, following the events of the May Fourth Incident 
in 1919, anarchist thinking filtered into the Chinese communist 
movement as many former anarchists gradually joined the ranks of the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) which was established in 192J.ll 
Important anarchist achievements in the education of labour and the 
peasantry, mass mobilisation and the strategy of cultural revolution, also, 
were conveniently appropriated by the CCP. Dirlik perceptively observes 
that the prevailing mood of the May Fourth period 'was not reflective 
discrimination but an euphorious revolutionary eclecticism that could 
imagine a basic unity in diverse ideas so long as these appeared 
progressive, democratic and scientific' and that 'under the circumstances 
the ideas anarchists contributed to the New Culture Movement were 
not easily distinguishable as anarchist ideas, especially since the 
anarchists did not claim them explicitly for anarchism.' 12 Indeed the 
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immense amounts of anarchist literature available in Chinese translation 
at the time together with the writings of Chinese anarchists themselves 
appeared regularly in mainstream publications by 1919, indicating that 
certain elements of the anarchist ideal had become widely accepted in 
China. The works of Kropotkin, Bakunin, Goldman, Tolstoy, Grave, 
Reclus, Louis Blanc, and Malatesta were available in Chinese at the 
time and some editions ran to five thousand copies. 13 
The rejection of politics and political alignment inherent within 
anarchist thinking had turned idealistic youth away from involvement 
in the blatantly political reality of early Republican China. Many of the 
younger generation of intellectuals, not only those who had embraced 
anarchism as a total social philosophy, had internalised those elements 
of anarchist thinking which extolled the importance and value of the 
individual. These elements were familiar and found resonances in 
the traditional culture, particularly in the philosophy of the Zhuangzi 
as well as in the literature influenced by that work. 14 By the second 
decade of this century the anarchist movement had rapidly declined 
in the West and the younger generation of Chinese intellectuals who 
had become committed to the ideals of freedom and autonomy of the 
individual and the affirmation of the self no longer acknowledged their 
anarchist sources. However, the work of the anarchists had prepared 
the minds of Chinese youth so that they passionately embraced 
Nietzsche's pronouncement 'God is dead!' which concisely summed 
up their aspirations for personal freedom by ending with one stroke 
all authority external to the individual self. 
In this period Chinese creative writers moved to the vanguard as 
the heroes of the May Fourth movement. 15 The new literature of the 
period, written in the vernacular language, represented a break with the 
classical literary traditions of the past and a shift to the issues and 
concerns of the present, but more importantly it represented both a new 
awareness of the meaning of the creative act and the literary process as 
well as the beginnings of a maturing in the Chinese understanding of 
the literatures and concerns of other peoples of the world. 16 The May 
Fourth spirit, with its emphasis on the individual and the self, was 
consciously established as the tradition for China's modern literature. 
Although it would not be difficult to substantiate that many of the 
masterpieces of Chinese literature of the past were pure expressions of 
the unfettered self, it was Western literature, philosophy and psychology 
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which in this period provided the language and modern perspective 
for theoretical discussions of literature. Creative literature was now 
acknow !edged as the expression of the untrammelled self, as possessing 
an intrinsic worth and as having an existence other than that of simply 
being a vehicle for transmitting some political teaching or ideology. 17 
It is the literary excellence of the Zhuangzi, as much as its philosophy 
of the untrammelled self, which has inspired creative writers for 
countless generations. Chinese writers of this century have been drawn 
to Nietzsche's writings for precisely the same reasons. Particularly 
attractive for Chinese writers, and all Chinese reflective thinkers, 
was Nietzsche's reinforcement of the importance of the self in the 
context of the modern industrialised world: his harsh indictment of 
the dehumanising effects of modern Western civilisation issued a strong 
warning against uncritical imitation of the West at a time when there 
were severe pressures for China to modernise. The works of Japanese 
writers such as Kuriyagawa Hakuson (1880-1923) which acted as 
conduits of Nietzschean thinking to the Chinese added the dimension 
of immediate relevance by addressing actual problems of the times and 
his Symbols of Suffering, Out of the Ivory Tower and At the Crossroads 
were well known from Chinese versions published in the early 1920s. 18 
The titles of Kuriyagawa's books speak for themselves: in times of 
national crisis the eremitism of Daoism was an option for only a 
few, and for Chinese intellectuals who had largely internalised the 
Confucian sense of social responsibility, 19 Zarathustra's decision to 
return to human society was a poignant message. Modern Chinese 
literature in the May Fourth tradition which accredited the importance 
of the self in the creative process and embraced the perceptions of 
contemporary Western literature, emerged first in fiction through 
the works of powerful writers such as Lu Xun and Yu Dafu, and later 
in the works of poets such as Guo Moruo, Xu Zhimo, Wen Yiduo, 
Dai Wangshu, Bian Zhilin and Li Jinfa.20 
The events in China's history since the May Fourth period, however, 
denied all but a tenuous development to a literary tradition where the 
creative self would play the pivotal role. From the early years of the 
twentieth century a conscious willingness to deny the self for patriotic 
reasons had begun to emerge in China alongside anarchism with its 
emphasis on the self and the individual. This renunciation of the self 
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was to grow as foreign powers continued to exert their will upon a weak 
and impoverished nation ruled by an inept and corrupt government. 
Territorial encroachment and events leading up to the Japanese invasion 
in 1937 made the denial of 'self' imperative and this was particularly 
painful for creative writers with ingrained anarchist leanings and a strong 
commitment to literature of the self.21 After the brief civil war which 
transferred the mantle of government to the CCP in 1949, further 
demands for 'self' denial were made on individuals. A population 
conditioned by half a century of 'self' denial, easily succumbed to 
political tyranny: the denial of an individual's autonomous self was 
progressively institutionalised by the meticulous implementation of the 
'mass line' promoted zealously by party ideologues. An aggressive 
propaganda machine, with powerful disciplinary and reward 
mechanisms, effectively silenced dissenting thinkers who dared so 
much as to voice expressions of the self. Their gradual silence 
ensured that less independent minds would fall prey to carefully 
designed propaganda. The Cultural Revolution saw the total denigration 
of the individual (and of the self) whose role, value and function were 
reduced to that of being a cog in the socialist machine driven and directed 
by those in power within the Party. Compelled by socialist public 
morality the population became accessories to the gross distortion and 
deletion of basic human instincts. Hypocrisy and deception under the 
mask of socialist public morality became the established tradition of 
the times. 22 
The extreme self-alienation of the Cultural Revolution was initially 
externally-induced but the institution of a socialist public morality 
allowed it to become a perpetually internally-induced self-alienation. 
The blatant and exaggerated nature of the excesses of hypocrisy and 
deception exercised during the Cultural Revolution and the resulting 
distortion of human thinking and behaviour presents a stark lesson for 
the world. However, the phenomenon of self-alienation is not exclusive 
to the Cultural Revolution, nor even to China, it exists in all human 
societies. As described in the poetry of Yang Lian, habit and tradition 
anaesthetise the pain of lobotomy and castration for unknowing victims 
but for those who are aware of these operations taking place, and who 
therefore do not respond to the anaesthetics, there is excruciating agony. 
It is this perception of human existence which haunts the poems of Yang 
Lian's Yi. Self-alienation is tragic for all human beings but human 
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society nevertheless continues to perpetuate this process because 
the instinctive impulse to preserve the species continually results in 
an obsessive desire to procreate. There are rituals and festivals to glorify 
the proliferation of the physical self while people who have been 
reduced to walking corpses remain oblivious to the fact that the spiritual 
self is being progressively annihilated from the day of birth. 23 
The underlying philosophy of Yang Lian 's Yi is the unity of heaven 
and man, a dominant feature of traditional Chinese culture. However, 
Yang Lian's interpretation of that unity is radically different. Whereas 
man in traditional culture was subservient to heaven and therefore 
obeyed heaven, for Yang Lian man is an integral part of heaven. 
Thus change occurs simultaneously in both man and heaven: as the 
experiences of the self increase, a richer world is experienced. The unity 
of heaven and man therefore constitutes ever-changing unities in 
the world as perceived by the self; poetry is the verbalisation of the 
self's ever-changing perceptions. This view of the self and the world 
of the self has its roots in traditional Chinese philosophy: in Daoism 
and in Nco-Confucianism which incorporated elements of Daoism 
and Buddhism. In the West it is to be found in the Monadology of the 
seventeenth-century German philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz 
whose treatise on the monads was in fact developed under the influence 
of Chinese philosophical works. 24 
The framework of Yi is the Book of Changes and its intention is the 
liberation of the self of the individual from the constraints of tradition-
bound perceptions of reality. Yang Lian argues that this ancient 
shamanistic book was the symbolisation of nature by primitive man. 
People who have annotated the work through the ages have distorted 
its meaning to suit their own religious and philosophical viewpoints. 
What were originally scattered and fragmented divinational signs were 
linked to form a system for expounding some teaching of a later time. 
However the Changes far excel the later interpretations precisely 
because they are ineffable in their primitivity and simplicity. The 
Changes are primitive man's emotional responses and summing up 
of the surrounding natural environment. Heaven, earth, mountain, 
marsh, water, fire, thunder and wind are the natural features of the Yellow 
River basin, the birthplace of the Chinese civilisation; these images 
of nature therefore became the earliest symbols of Chinese civilisation. 
Hence the Book of Changes with its trigrams formed from the Yin 
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(female) and Yang (male), and the hexagrams formed from the trigrams, 
did not intend to transmit a 'theory of changes', but simply to depict 
the environment inhabited by the Chinese people of ancient times, its 
changes and mankind's increasingly complex observations of these. The 
poetic sense of the Changes is inherent in this interpretation for it 
imposes no restrictions and refers to direct perceptions. 
The Changes which symbolise nature, like nature are also free; they 
are neither tied to fixed definitions nor to ossified temporal or spatial 
boundaries. Heaven, earth, mountain, marsh, water, fire, thunder, wind, 
do not specifically symbolise anything yet together symbolise 
everything. They neither belong to antiquity which documented them 
nor to the present which has rediscovered them. They are the products 
of human hands, spatial demarcations of knowledge. They constitute a 
miniature of the cosmos which changes with time and with the 
individual. The spirit of poetry is similar: its objective is not to explain, 
its objective is solely its existence. 
Sixty-four is a hypothetical construct. Yi is divided into four books, 
each containing sixteen items. The abstract symbols of the Changes 
are not used but certain images and numbers are indicated to preserve 
the primitive free symbolisation of the Changes, like the forms in nature. 
The arrangement and pairing of the trigrams to form hexagrams is also 
free. Each trigram is placed in the top position and in turn are placed 
Heaven, Earth, Mountain, Marsh, Water, Fire, Thunder, Wind. Through 
this poetic structure there is a return to the spontaneity and freedom 
which are basic features of the Changes. 
In internal structure, Heaven and Wind, Earth and Mountain, Water 
and Marsh, Fire and Thunder, are used to construct the four books 
of Yi: 
I. 'The Untrammelled Man Speaks': Man confronts nature. 
2. 'In Symmetry With Death': Man confronts history. 
3. 'Living in Seclusion': Man confronts the self. 
4. 'The Descent': Man's transcendence. 
The four books of Yi form an interconnected whole. Each book has 
its own particular structure, form of language and content: these too 
are inter-related, deepening in layers as concentric circles. The circles 
represent the poet's perceptions unfolding at different levels but have 
the same centre: man's existence. In poetic creation, Yang Lian is 
conscious of plunging deeper and deeper into the abyss of existence 
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and, in the process, discovering a 'more profound' language for dialogue 
with the world. Or, one might say, by sinking deeper and deeper into 
oneself, man instead envelops the world. This is the path to 'what is 
beneath the phenomenal, ie. the metaphysical'. For him it is like 'Dante's 
return to the pure world from Hell or Nietzsche's Zarathustra's going 
down from the mountain'.25 
Although prior to 1978 Yang Lian had written some two hundred 
classical poems, he did not keep any of these after he had decisively 
turned to writing Modernist poetry. However despite its modern imagery 
and use of the Modernist concerns, the music of classical poetry 
continues to reverberate in his poetry. His training in classical Chinese 
encourages him instinctively to maximise dynamic emotional effect in 
his writings through the rigorous choice of words; it also allows him to 
continue to read widely in the masterpieces of Chinese literature of the 
past while simultaneously expanding his knowledge of world literature. 
These experiences of continued heightening of the awareness and 
sensitivity of the self to the linguistic expressions of the finest minds of 
the world allows for sharper perceptions of an ever-broadening poetic 
world. 26 
Yang Lian's reading of Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra and The 
Anti-Christ, confirmed and reinforced the Zhuangzean perspective on 
human existence afforded in classical literature, particularly poetry. 
There was a Nietzsche craze in China during the May Fourth period 
when China's modern literary traditions were first established, and 
another one in the late 1970s and early 1980s when Yang Lian began 
to establish himself as a poet. Nietzsche was invoked on both occasions 
to break the shackles of tradition. On the second occasion 'tradition' 
referred to that of the remote past as well as that of the immediate past. 
It is interesting to note that whereas Nietzsche was extolled during the 
May Fourth period by intellectuals in China, in the West he was at the 
same time being condemned as the perpetrator of an ideology which 
had brought about the human carnage and suffering of the First World 
War. The second Nietzsche craze in China during the late 1970s and 
1980s coincided with the exoneration of Nietzsche from associations 
with the Nazi movement and Nietzsche's subsequent influence on 
Postmodemist thinking in the West. 27 From 1978 Yang Lian began 
greedily to consume world literature, reading vast pages of hand-written 
rough translations of various Western authors which circulated amongst 
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like-minded youth who had no interest in reading Chinese authors. 28 
Recalling his intensive reading of world literature in those times, Yang 
Lian states that he 'devoured' these works; and of these he expresses 
special admiration for Dante, Beckett, Eliot, Yeats and Pound. His 
reading of foreign works dwindled after 1986 as he became totally 
engrossed with completing Yi. 29 
As mentioned earlier, Western Modernist writings slipped in alongside 
Western scientific and technological publications as the Cultural 
Revolution drew to an end with the death of Mao Zedong in 1976. 
However, as Pollard points out, Modernist writings posed a serious 
problem because of the standard Chinese understanding of it. 
'Modernism was spawned in Europe at a time when European 
civilisation had collapsed from within .... The First World War then 
confirmed the end of civilisation. Writers and artists came to see the 
world as chaos or wasteland, and, mistrustful of or repelled by objective 
reality, turned in on themselves. The only thing they could be sure of 
was the subjective truth of what went on in their own heads. Various 
forms of irrationalism dominated philosophical thought: Nietzsche's 
'the world as will and idea', Bergson's vitalism, and Freud's theory of 
the libido. Hence the works of Modernism are marked by se1f-
aggrandisement, or a sense of vacuity, isolation, gloom and doom, or 
anarchy. Existentialism, the theatre of the absurd, the French nouveau 
roman were regarded as later broods from the same nest. 30 
For young Chinese who had been breast-fed on propaganda 
'literature' for decades, access during the late 1970s and early 1980s 
to the masterpieces of world literature, including that of China's past, 
produced a dynamic effect. Such literature had the effect of affirming 
the value, worth and integrity of the self, which was essential as a salve 
for the all but atrophied emotions, imaginations and intellects of the 
Chinese people in the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution. The young 
Beijing poets grouped around the Today magazine were sensitised by 
their reading of Modernist literature and were seized by an obsessive 
need to self-expression which is essential to the act of all literary, artistic 
and philosophical creation, and to the lives of all reflective human 
beings. The poets were first to move into the vanguard for the movement 
to redefine literature and to speak through their poetry to inspire both 
young and old. In the first issue of Today magazine, the editorial board 
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boldly invoked the authority of Marx's 'Comments on the Latest 
Prussian Censorship Instruction' (1842) to support their rejection of 
the existing cultural despotism which demanded that all literature 
produce only black flowers: 'What we need are the unfettered flowers 
from the depths of people's hearts', the young Today poets declared.31 
The written Chinese language is a unique and extreme form of 
intellectual and literary repression, yet this very repressiveness enhances 
the emotional impact of Chinese literary expression. Repression is 
strongest in the poetic genre and it is interesting that it has been Chinese 
poetry in the terse classical language which has succeeded in achieving 
international recognition for almost a century through the translations 
of Arthur Waley, David Hawkes and A. R. Davis. Even more interesting 
is the fact that the poetry of writers such as Ezra Pound, which drew 
inspiration from the imagery of classical Chinese poetry and philosophy, 
was in the 1980s to provide a strong source of inspiration for young 
Chinese poets such as Yang Lian. The Beijing poets captured the 
imaginations and the spirit of the times as their souls spoke out to address 
the concerns of the self after its virtual annihilation during the Cultural 
Revolution. 
Yang Lian's poetry was barely comprehensible to his critics but 
his unabashed references to basic human instincts and to parts of the 
human body, particularly the genitalia, were clearly subversive in China 
which had for more than half a century nurtured clearly prudish and 
puritanical traditions. On the publication of Norlang32 in the May 1983 
issue of Shanghai Literature, Yang Lian became a target for criticism 
as part of the 'anti spiritual pollution' campaign and none of his 
poems was published in China during the whole of 1984. However, his 
infamy brought him to the notice of China scholars such as John 
Minford, Alisa Joyce and Sean Golden, whose translations in the Hong 
Kong journal Renditions in 1983 and 1985 first brought Yang Lian's 
poetry to intemationai audiences. Yang Lian left China in 1988 to take 
part in two major Australian literary arts festivals, Spoleto in Melbourne 
and Camivale in Sydney. He subsequently travelled to New Zealand 
in early 1989 and is now a New Zealand citizen. He has continued to 
write poetry, most of which is published mainly in Hong Kong and 
Taiwan. Since then Yang Lian's poems have been published in German, 
English, French, Italian and Swedish. He has read his poems at poetry 
festivals in various parts of Europe, the USA, England, Australia and 
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New Zealand. In 1994, while Copeland Fellow at Amherst College he 
presented readings at Amherst College and Bard College, and was 
honoured with an invitation to present readings with Derek Walcott, 
Jose Baiza and Joseph Brodsky at the United Nations for the Twenty 
First Anniversary Celebration of the Translation Center at Columbia 
University. 
The playwright and novelist Gao Xingjian graduated from the Beijing 
Foreign Studies Institute majoring in French literature and he had 
already begun to read widely in foreign literatures before the beginning 
of the Cultural Revolution. Criticism of modem Western literature and 
those who had associations with it intensified as the Cultural Revolution 
developed: Gao spent five years working as a peasant in the countryside. 
Born during the Japanese invasion, fifteen years earlier than Yang Lian, 
Gao was to suffer for twenty years because of his irrepressible urge to 
write literature of the self. He persisted in writing even while in the 
countryside and survived detection only by carefully and ingeniously 
hiding his manuscripts. However, as the absurd human tragedy of the 
Cultural Revolution unfolded, anxiety periodically overcame him and 
he committed to flames some scores of manuscripts. In the more relaxed 
post-Mao period he suddenly emerged as a controversial figure in 
the Chinese literary world. In 1981 his book A Preliminary Discussion 
of Contemporary Narrative Techniques provoked much criticism 
and sparked off a heated debate on Modernism vs Realism. 33 He was 
not deterred and continued to provoke criticism with his experimental 
plays and is renowned for having introduced the theatre of the absurd 
to China. Warning Signal was performed at the Beijing People's Art 
Theatre in 1982 and Bus Stop in 1983 to a restricted audience at the 
same venue before it was closed by the authorities as the 'anti spiritual 
pollution' campaign came into swing. Gao was prohibited from 
publishing during the whole of 1984. In 1985 Wild Man was performed 
at the People's Art Theatre again stirring up controversy and in 1986 
Other Shore was stopped during rehearsal. His plays have not been 
performed in China since. 
Gao Xingjian accepted an invitation to Germany and France in 1987 
and subsequently settled in Paris where he continues to write. His novel 
Lingshan which he had started to write in 1982 was completed in Paris 
in September 1989 and published in 1990 by Lianjing in Taipei. Most 
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of his plays have been translated into Swedish and several have been 
performed at the Swedish Royal Theatre. A number of the plays have 
also been translated into French, English, German, Italian, Hungarian, 
Polish and Japanese and have also been performed in theatres of 
Germany, France, Austria, England, USA, Yugoslavia, Australia, Taiwan 
and Hong Kong. In 1992 he received the French award of Chevalier of 
the prestigious Ordre des Arts et des Lettres for distinguished 
contribution to the field of the arts and literature. 
Gao's Ling shan bears the stamp of a mature writer. He is an excellent 
storyteller and his playful persona permeates the entire eighty-one 
chapters of the novel despite the serious philosophical and ethical issues 
addressed in it. A masterly prose writer with unique visual acumen, he 
captures the spirit of isolated, remote villages and the countryside of 
the Chinese hinterland in black, white, and greys, as in artistic 
photography. This is the setting for Lings han but it is not a static setting 
and the specifics are detailed as he travels, both in fact and in memory, 
to the many places he had visited in childhood as a refugee, as well as 
in dream. Gao's creative techniques in drama are effectively transferred 
to the novel. The space within the various settings is used to maximum 
effect and allows for the rich portrayal of minor characters from an 
amazingly wide spectrum of Chinese society both of the past and of 
the present, and from history, mythology, and literature. 
However, Lingshan (Spirit/Soul Mountain) is essentially an 
exploration of the self, of the self in history and specifically the self of 
Gao Xingjian as a representative of the human species with basic 
instincts, emotions and the capacity to think and reflect. It would seem 
that Gao's need to expiate the tension of documenting the history of 
the Chinese self was precipitated by his stark confrontation with death 
in 1983. X-rays taken at two separate hospitals on two separate days 
provided irrefutable evidence for the diagnosis that he had lung cancer 
and had only a few months to live. Seeming to confirm the diagnosis 
was the fact that his father had died of the disease a couple of years 
earlier. The result of a third X-ray some months later brought him back 
from the brink of physical death only to restore him to the reality of 
constant criticism and harassment by the authorities for his Modernist 
views on literature and his dogged persistence in experimenting with 
theatre of the absurd. 
Gao Xingjian left Beijing to avoid the attacks of literary critics and 
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commenced a long journey lasting five months during which he 
investigated the remnants of early Chinese civilisation as preserved in 
the customs and practices of Han, Miao, Yi and Jiang groups living in 
remote, inaccessible regions of Sichuan and Yunnan. The author with 
his ever-curious mind captures with artistic sensitivity the fine details 
of the encroachment of centuries of socialisation (and government) on 
humanity and on the natural environment alike. The authorial comments 
are muted and minimalist and challenge the readers to respond. These 
chapters are related in the first person singular, 'I'. The use of the plural 
form of the self, 'we/us' is anathema for Gao: he insists on the use of 
L'le singular self for to do otherwise would be to compromise the self 
and perceptions which can only be unique to the self. 
However, the author is travelling alone and experiences cold, hunger, 
and acute loneliness; this leads to the creation of 'you' in the author's 
own image as the ideal partner for discourse. Then 'you', experiencing 
the same loneliness, create 'she/her'. The 'you' chapters contain many 
beautifully executed depictions of the primordial black and grey world 
of the pre-self erotic consciousness; these are surrealistically conveyed 
af. dream, nightmare and lustful fantasy through the persona of 'you' 
and 'she'. The technique of creating 'you' and 'she' is one which 
ingeniously provides the author simultaneously with many lenses for 
exploring a number of man-woman relationships which are compounded 
by these two protagonists relating stories about others as well as those 
of themselves. 
Finally 'he' is created in the person of 'you' turning and walking 
away. 'I' and 'you' are too closely related to allow for objective 
comments on the self. It is through the creation of the third person 'he' 
that critical distance is achieved and permits for yet another dimension 
for the e~pression of the authorial perceptions of the self. 
Literature of the unfettered self, like the work of all creative thinkers, 
is potentially seditious. Inevitably, under repressive governments, if 
publication is possible 'seditious elements' are usually more obvious 
in the works of writers and artists who are subjected to, or are witness 
to, violent and blatant forms of social or political repression. But after 
stripping back the surface overlay which is the immediate response of 
the writer or artist to the violence and repression there should remain 
an underlying stratum with relevance to broader human concerns.34 
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Chinese literature under the Cultural Revolution carried the political 
messages of the dominant political faction of the party. The slogan 
'literature should serve politics' was clearly stipulated and the role of 
the author and reader were totally negated. Only politically chaste and 
puritanically pure writings could get past the censors: editors who 
approved the publication of politically unsound writings were held 
responsible and the labour camps and cadre schools were strong 
deterrents to write or to publish anything but what was politically safe. 
As a result the human characters in writings of the period were not 
unsurprisingly simplistic clear-cut black and white villains and heroes 
lacking in 'human smell'.35 It may be argued that since the 1980s, the 
self has been reclaimed in Chinese literature and that generally speaking 
freedom and autonomy in all aspects of the literary process, to a certain 
degree, exists in 1990s China much as it does in the various democracies 
of the world. In fact it would appear that the literature published in 
1990s China indeed exudes a positively strong 'human smell'. However, 
literature of the self is a personal concern and is unaffected by any form 
of coercion, including that of market forces. Provided that the existing 
political authority permits a minimal basic level of personal freedom, 
literature of the self will flourish. However, the attainment of that 
threshold of personal freedom and the existence of a literature of the 
self only indicates the freedom and autonomy of individuals engaged 
in the creative process (writer and readers). The existence of a literature 
of the self cannot be regarded as an indicator of the achievement of 
social equality and justice which remain elusive in human society. These 
lofty ideals have been sought by philosophers in various cultures 
throughout history but the translation of philosophy into political action 
and then the establishment of ideologies and institutions have not 
necessarily brought about the realisation of these ideals: sometimes the 
result has simply meant greater equality and justice for one or some 
social group at the expense of others. 36 
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